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Abstract
This study analyzes the impact of a newly emerging type of anti-money laundering
regulation that obligates cryptocurrency exchanges to report suspicious transactions
to financial authorities. We build a theoretical model for the reporting decision structure of a private bank or cryptocurrency exchange and show that an inferior ability to
detect money laundering (ML) increases the ratio of reported transactions to unreported transactions. If a representative money launderer makes an optimal portfolio
choice, then this ratio increases further. Our findings suggest that cryptocurrency
exchanges will exhibit more excessive reporting behavior under this regulation than
private banks. We attribute this result to cryptocurrency exchanges’ inferior ML detection abilities and their proximity to the underground economy.
Keywords: Cryptocurrency, Cryptocurrency exchange, Financial regulation, Money
laundering, Portfolio choice
JEL Classification: E26 (informal economy · underground economy), G11 (portfolio
choice· investment decisions), K42 (illegal behavior and the enforcement of law)

Introduction
During the current cryptocurrency boom, numerous cryptocurrency exchanges have
emerged, and they now comprise a considerable fraction of the financial industry. These
new exchanges must be considered, in order to accurately analyze the recent banking
and financial sectors. As regulatory authorities worldwide extend the application of
financial regulations from traditional financial institutions to cryptocurrency exchanges,
there is an urgent need to study the regulation of cryptocurrency transactions.
Theoretically, cryptocurrency market regulations have two conflicting effects. On the
one hand, regulations can function as restrictions for market participants, negatively
impacting the market. On the other hand, they may boost the market by strengthening
its credibility and stability. Under this framework, empirical studies assess the impact
of regulations on the cryptocurrency market. Borri and Shakhnov (2020) identify that
cryptocurrency investors react negatively to regulations or announcements about
forthcoming regulations. Chokor and Alfieri (2021) and Shanaev et al. (2020) also draw
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similar conclusions, using the reaction of price movements as a proxy for the impact of
regulations on the cryptocurrency market. In contrast, Feinstein and Werbach (2021)
investigate the reaction of trading volume, criticizing the use of price movements as a
proxy, and find no sufficient evidence to assert the significant impact of the regulations.
In addition, Borri and Shakhnov (2020) and Feinstein and Werbach (2021) draw inconsistent results on the international spillover of regulations. However, compared to studies on other financial assets, those on cryptocurrency regulations are in an early phase.
To integrate the conflicting ideas suggested by existing studies, more in-depth theoretical research considering both the investor and exchange intermediary sides is required.
One of the most important purposes of cryptocurrency regulations is to prevent
money laundering (ML). Owing to the decentralized nature of cryptocurrencies, criminals can use cryptocurrency exchanges to launder dirty money; proper anti-money
laundering (AML) actions in the cryptocurrency market can, therefore, improve overall
AML performance in the economy.
This study specifically focuses on the duty to report suspicious activities imposed
upon cryptocurrency exchanges. Governments do not directly detect ML activities. For
several reasons, such as privacy rights, governments do not have the right to directly
monitor all transactions made through private banks or cryptocurrency exchanges. Even
if a government did have the right to do so, it would not be able to thoroughly check
every individual transaction. Thus, although the exact processes may vary by country,
financial authorities usually require banks and exchanges to monitor and report transactions for which ML activities are suspected. The authorities then analyze the reports
of suspicious transactions thoroughly and identify whether they are true ML transactions. Some studies, such as those of Brenig et al. (2015) and Dupuis and Gleason (2020)
particularly investigate cryptocurrency-backed ML activities. Furthermore, Bhaskar and
Chuen’s (2015) study implies that exchanges may go out of business because they are
not capable of complying with strict AML regulations. Unfortunately, no prior studies
have focused on the duty of cryptocurrency exchanges to report suspicious activities.
The lack of research explicitly studying whether a cryptocurrency exchange can faithfully comply with this reporting duty may stem from the fact that such exchanges are
still in the early stages of adoption. Compared to traditional private financial institutions, cryptocurrency exchanges are new, small, and illiquid. This study pays attention to
these distinct characteristics.
We analyze the impact of a newly emerging type of AML regulation requiring cryptocurrency exchanges to report transactions for which ML is suspected. Based on
background information on ML practices, the structure of the AML regulations, and
the characteristics of cryptocurrency exchanges, we build two models to derive some
findings on exchanges’ behavior. The first model illustrates a cryptocurrency exchange’s
decision structure to report a transaction as an ML-suspected case. The second model
describes the proportion of total illegal gains that a money launderer chooses to launder. Whereas the first model focuses on the decision of a representative cryptocurrency
exchange, the second model focuses on the decision of a representative money launderer. The second model extends the discussion of the first model by endogenizing the
money launderer, which is treated as an exogenous actor in the first model. We claim
that when cryptocurrency exchanges are obligated to report suspicious transactions,
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they will not faithfully comply with this regulation, but rather will report an excessive
number of transactions, which is uninformative to the regulatory authority.
Our models suggest two main findings on the potential consequences of applying
AML regulations to cryptocurrency exchanges. First, the relatively short history, small
exchange size, and illiquidity of the cryptocurrency market increase the threat that a
cryptocurrency exchange will be punished by authorities for reporting an excessive
number of ML-suspected cases. Second, some cryptocurrency exchanges that largely
depend on revenues from ML transactions may intentionally lower the ML detection
probability by increasing the number of reports of suspected ML.
This study makes some additional contributions to the literature. We develop a model
describing the reporting decision structure of a financial institution entrusted with monitoring ML. Furthermore, this study relaxes the assumption in the existing literature that
all illegal pecuniary gains must be laundered for use. With this assumption relaxed, our
study attempts to make a novel approach to analyze ML using portfolio choice theory.
Our study is also expected to provide policy implications for global financial regulatory
authorities. Financial authorities around the world have already begun to design AML
regulations for cryptocurrency exchanges. The Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an
intergovernmental organization to combat ML, suggests guidelines on how financial
authorities worldwide should respond to cryptocurrency technology (FATF 2012, 2019).
To mitigate the risk associated with this new technology, it recommends that global
financial authorities encourage cryptocurrency exchanges to be licensed or registered
and subject to ML monitoring compliance. In accordance with the FATF’s recommendation, global authorities are expected to arrange measures to adopt reporting obligations
for cryptocurrency exchanges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. “Research background” section
provides background information; Cryptocurrency exchange’s decision” section explains
the model of a cryptocurrency exchange decision; “Money launderer’s portfolio choice
problem” section incorporates the portfolio choice model of a money launderer; “Policy
implications” section suggests policy implications based on the findings; “Conclusion”
section concludes the paper.

Research background
One of the aims of this study is to analyze the impact of a newly emerging type of AML
regulation that obligates cryptocurrency exchanges to report suspicious transactions to
financial authorities. Whereas there are many websites or documents on the AML regulation of cryptocurrency and suspicious activity reports, the academic literature on this
topic is limited.
Nevertheless, to sustain a money-making process, a criminal with illegal pecuniary
gains (e.g., profits from drug sales) does not leave the money as is, but instead prefers
to reinvest it. For the gains to be reinvested into either legal or illegal sectors, the money
needs to be laundered (Masciandaro 1999). Dirty money that remains dirty cannot be
utilized outside the sector from which it originated. In this sense, ML is a practice of
changing potential purchasing power into actual purchasing power (Masciandaro 1998).
Once the government notices that certain money is dirty, it will not allow the money to
be used for any purpose. Money laundering is the act of concealing the source of dirty
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money, increasing the information asymmetry between the supervising authority and
the owner of the money (Brenig et al. 2015).
An ML process consists of three stages: placement, layering, and integration (Brenig
et al. 2015; Albrecht et al. 2008). Suppose that a criminal has obtained money by selling illegal drugs. The criminal takes this money to the financial sector by depositing the
money into a bank. This initial stage is called placement. This money then moves repeatedly from place to place in multiple layers to prevent the government from tracing its
source. Therefore, this process is referred to as layering. Finally, the money settles in a
clean zone and can be used for a new business. This final stage is called integration.
In the past, the placement and layering stages only involved traditional types of the
financial institution, such as private banks and stock exchanges, but ML processes now
often involve cryptocurrency transactions. Cryptocurrency is a currency that allows
digital payments, but cryptocurrencies differ significantly from traditional fiat-moneybased digital payment systems. When a dollar is transferred, a financial intermediary,
such as a credit card company, must verify the validity of the transaction. Cryptocurrency payments do not depend on such third parties; instead, the peer-to-peer network
of blockchain technology verifies the transaction. This process resolves the famous “double spending problem” (Dwyer 2015; Nakamoto 2008). A cryptocurrency remittance is
verifiable for the receiver, but is not easily observable by traditional financial institutions
under government supervision. With services provided by some companies, such as
Chainalysis, authorities can trace transfers of money to some extent (Dupuis and Gleason 2020), but this traceability is certainly limited compared to that of traditional online
payments. Cryptocurrency, therefore, offers a huge opportunity for illegal market participants. Foley et al. (2019) estimate that a quarter of bitcoin users are involved in illegal
activities. Although they mention that the popularity of cryptocurrency reduces the proportion used for illegal activities, it is natural to expect that the proximity of cryptocurrency to illegal activities is higher than that in the case of fiat money. Thus, the portion
of ML transactions within a cryptocurrency exchange may be higher than that within
a private bank. If criminals have sufficient information, they will not use a cryptocurrency exchange that cooperates with the government. Thus, a cryptocurrency exchange
that is highly dependent on fee revenues from ML transactions may not actively participate in AML actions led by authorities, but may instead choose to be helpful to money
launderers.
In an indirect ML monitoring structure, in which the government delegates ML obligations to private banks, the principal-agent problem of ML monitoring proposed by
Masciandaro (1999) is inevitable. The principal, which is the government authority,
wants to maximize the detected number of ML attempts. Conversely, the agent, which
is a private bank in the study, tries to maximize its profits, considering the possibility
of government sanctions. Takáts (2011) reports that the discrepancy between the principal and the agent causes excessive reporting. Sometimes, the government identifies
ML transactions that are not reported by banks. In these cases, the government imposes
sanctions on the bank for failing to properly report suspicious transactions. A bank that
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dislikes being fined by the authority for its failures tends to report transactions that are
less suspicious along with sufficiently suspicious transactions, making the reports uninformative. Likening the private bank to the boy who cried wolf, Takáts (2011) describes
this overreporting tendency as “crying wolf.” Banks may excessively report not only to
avoid the threat of penalties, but also because of the high cost of careful monitoring
(Masciandaro and Filotto 2001).
To combat ML, authorities worldwide have set up legal devices that require not only
private banks, but also cryptocurrency exchanges to monitor and report suspicious
transactions. For instance, the US Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) has
worked on extending its longstanding AML regulation to cryptocurrency exchanges. It
requires that cryptocurrency exchanges comply with AML regulations including setting registration, record keeping, and reporting obligations (Böhme et al. 2015; FinCEN
2019). Similarly, a recently amended South Korean law1 was enacted in March 2021.
The newly enforced rule mandates that cryptocurrency exchanges must be registered
to Korea Financial Intelligence Unit under Financial Services Commission and report
transactions that raise suspicions of ML attempts.
After ML processes, dirty bitcoins can be reinvested as clean bitcoins and dirty dollars can be reinvested as clean dollars. However, in some cases, a criminal may want
to convert its bitcoins to dollars, and vice versa. In these cases, the financial authority
can catch ML practices backed by cryptocurrencies if proper regulations are applied to
cryptocurrency exchanges in a way that regulations are imposed on traditional financial institutions. To analyze the impacts of these regulations, we need to understand the
business structures of cryptocurrency exchanges.
In fact, it is difficult to identify a single form of cryptocurrency exchange business.
Each cryptocurrency exchange has a different affiliation, profit system, supported fiats,
cryptocurrencies, and so on. Nonetheless, all exchanges have one common feature:
every exchange receives transaction fees as a basic source of revenue. When a transaction is made, both seller and buyer pay the fees. Revenue is directly related to total trading volume. This relationship also holds for private banks because a private bank making
money through the lending deposit spread ultimately benefits from a greater number of
transactions as well. However, it may be true that the cryptocurrency exchange business
depends more directly on trading volumes.
The most important difference between a cryptocurrency exchange and a general private bank in the context of this study is that they have different ML monitoring abilities.
As most cryptocurrency exchanges have emerged recently, they are likely to lack data
and experience in analyzing those data. Dupuis and Gleason (2020) mention that decentralized exchanges that allow users to control their own private keys, which are expected
to be good ML channels, are still in their early stages. Thus, even if they are obligated
by law to monitor transactions, they are not expected to carry out monitoring practices
successfully. The fact that they are focused on stabilizing their profit systems and surviving in the volatile cryptocurrency market further worsens the problem.

1

Act on reporting and using specific financial transaction information, §§ 3–6-8. [Republic of Korea, Enforcement Date
Mar. 25, 2021].
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Cryptocurrency exchange’s decision
The concept of “crying wolf,” that is, private banks’ excessive reporting tendency introduced by Takáts (2011), can also appear when cryptocurrency exchanges are subject to
analogous requirements. Under a regulation system, in which a high rate of type II error
is punished explicitly and a high rate of type I error is not explicitly punished, a cryptocurrency exchange will decide to overreport transactions.
Furthermore, the degree of this excessive reporting may be higher for cryptocurrency exchanges compared to the behavior of private banks. The first reason for this
is the exchange’s lack of ability. Unlike the private banking system, cryptocurrency is a
relatively novel concept, and nearly all cryptocurrency exchanges are newly established
with relatively low trading volumes compared to traditional financial exchanges. Thus,
a cryptocurrency exchange business faces an inevitable problem, in that it lacks experience in detecting ML transactions. In other words, it is not accustomed to carrying out
ML analyses using its own detection model. Owing to the drawbacks of a rule-based
system, machine learning techniques are currently widely used for detecting anomalies, including ML (Chen et al. 2018). However, statistical analyses using models, particularly machine learning models, require rich data. Even if a cryptocurrency exchange
has a good detection model, it may not make good use of it, given that newly launched
and illiquid exchanges generally have accumulated too little data. According to previous studies, cryptocurrency markets are often illiquid (Loi 2018; Smales 2019; Yermack
2015). Cryptocurrencies and exchanges addressed in the prior academic literature are
usually major cryptocurrencies and major exchanges; thus, the illiquidity problem of
cryptocurrency markets in the real world would be more severe than what is reported in
the literature. Coinmarketcap (https://coinmarketcap.com) provides information on the
liquidity of various cryptocurrency exchanges using its average liquidity score ranging
from 0 to 1000. Binance is one of the most liquid and popular exchanges, with a score
of 720, as of July 31, 2021. This is an overwhelmingly high score compared to many illiquid exchanges. For example, OTCBTC has a liquidity score of 1. As of July 31, there are
almost no sell orders and no buy orders in the BTC/USD market2 of OTCBTC. These
severely illiquid exchanges are unlikely to have sufficient data. In addition, few of them
are expected to have sufficient personnel to dedicate to ML detection. Creating a new
cryptocurrency exchange is not complicated, and small groups of people or individuals
can easily develop new exchanges. These small businesses may not be able to afford personnel for ML detection. In sum, cryptocurrency exchanges lack a variety of necessary
resources to meet reporting requirements, leading to overall inferiority in ML detection.
The following model explains why an ML monitoring institution with an inferior detection ability overreports to a high degree.
We define the indicator function Ii , which represents the true characteristic of transaction i , as follows:

0, i is a normal transaction
Ii =
.
(1)
1, i is an ML transaction

2

The BTC/USD market indicates bitcoin market in dollars.
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The signal Pi = Ii is an estimator of Ii , indicating the strength of the signal that transaction i is an ML transaction, measured by the detecting ability of a bank or cryptocurrency
exchange. A high value of Pi implies that transaction i is highly suspicious. Whereas Ii
has a fixed value for a given transaction i , Pi is a random variable. The accumulated data
and detection technique determine the effectiveness of Pi as an estimator for Ii . Here,
effectiveness can be evaluated in terms of measures, such as bias, relative efficiency, and
the mean squared error. As the detection ability improves, Bias(Pi ) = E[Pi ] − Ii and
Var(Pi ) will generally decrease.
When the signal from transaction i is observed, an institution entrusted with monitoring decides whether to report the transaction based on the following standard:

Report i

if

Do not report i

P min ≤ Pi
if

P min ≥ Pi

(2)

The threshold P min is the minimum strength at which i is reported to the financial
authority. The exchange can set a value of P min between zero and one. This reporting
system is rational because otherwise, the monitoring institution would end up leaving
a transaction likely to be an ML action and reporting a less likely one. The excessive
reporting tendency is defined by a low value of P min. This study aims to show that P min is
lower for cryptocurrency exchanges than for private banks.
Assume that the financial authority that practices AML regulation can still identify
an ML transaction, even if that transaction is not reported by the monitoring institution. In his model, Takáts (2011) assumes that an unreported case, as well as a reported
case, is subject to a positive investigation effort.3 When the authority imposes fines for
any unreported ML cases that it identifies, a monitoring institution cares about type
II errors. The type II error probability in this model is defined as the probability that
a transaction is not reported, given that it is actually an ML attempt. This conditional
probability is given by


Pr(not reported|ML) = Pr Pi ≤ P min |Ii = 1 .
(3)
Let the strength of the signal Pi be a random variable, such that

Pi ∼ Beta(α, β), where α, β ∈ (0, ∞).

(4)

α
toward one,
A greater value of α relative to β moves the expected value E[Pi ] = α+β
α
shifting the overall weight of the beta distribution curve to the right. E[Pi ] = α+β
approaches Ii as the detection ability increases. When Ii = 1, the overall weight is shifted
to the right when the ability is higher.
α
→monotonically 1 as α → ∞, we can create disUsing the mathematical property of α+β
tributions under Ii = 1 by fixing β and varying α to illustrate different detection ability

3

Some may argue that governments usually do not investigate transactions that are not reported. However, we can use
the following interpretation to justify positive investigation efforts. For two transactions i and j by the same money
launderer, if i is reported and an authority catches the launderer, then j may also be uncovered by a further investigation. Here, j is not reported but is identified.
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Fig. 1 a (Left panel) shows the beta distribution for α = 30, β = 2. b (Right panel) shows the beta
distribution for α = 5, β = 2. The left and right graphs are the PDFs of the random variable P i when I i = 1for
monitoring institutions with superior and inferior ML detection abilities, respectively

levels.4 When β is fixed, α can be used as a proxy for detection ability, as it is larger when
the ability is higher if Ii = 1. Two different detection ability levels are indicated by this
model, as shown in Fig. 1. Both distributions in the figure indicate the probability density function (PDF) of Pi when transaction i is an ML case. In particular, Panel A of Fig. 1
shows the distribution curve of Pi when the goodness of the estimator is high, that is,
when the detection ability is superior. In contrast, Panel B shows the distribution curve
of Pi when the goodness of the estimator is relatively low, that is, when the ability is relatively inferior.
Recall that the probability of committing a type II error is given by


Pr Pi ≤ P min |Ii = 1 . For both superior and inferior exchanges, it is straightforward to
see that the probability of a type II error is greater for the inferior exchange for a given
level of P min (e.g., P min = 0.9). To maintain its type II error probability similar to that of
a superior exchange, an inferior exchange lowers its level of P min, the minimum strength
for reporting.
As already stated, cryptocurrency exchanges have lower detection abilities than private banks have, considering their limitations due to their short histories, small sizes,
and illiquidity. Thus, we can consider ordinary private banks as superior exchanges and
cryptocurrency exchanges as inferior exchanges. Under a similar reporting system, the
excessive reporting behavior observed in private banks is likely to be even greater among
cryptocurrency exchanges. In addition, by matching the two panels in Fig. 1 to an old,
large, liquid exchange and a new, small, illiquid exchange, we can infer that the magnitude of overreporting is greater for newer, smaller, and less liquid exchanges.
A cryptocurrency exchange will try to reduce the probability of type II errors as much
as possible, but not to an extreme amount. Although no direct sanctions are applied,
exchanges face reporting costs. If the reporting cost were zero, private banks under the
longstanding regulation would report every transaction. Each financial authority already
has a preset form and guideline and, crucially, it often requires monitoring institutions to
describe the transaction. When an exchange reports a transaction for being suspicious, it
needs to state why the transaction is regarded as ML, so that the exchange is not punished
for an intentional reporting insincerity. This reporting cost does not appear only when the
transaction being reported is a true ML case, but also when the transaction is actually a
normal case. Due to the trade-off relationship between increasing the number of reports
and reducing reporting costs, P min will not fall to zero, but to a certain optimal point where

4

α
=1−
As α+β

β
α+β

holds, fixing α and varying β also works.
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the total loss is minimized. The total loss is the sum of the expected reporting failure sanctions and expected total reporting costs.
The loss of expected reporting failure sanction is a function of P min, defined by


Lfail P min = γ nPr(ML ∧ not reported) = γ nPr(ML)Pr(not reported|ML)



P min
= γ nPr(Ii = 1)Pr Pi ≤ P min |Ii = 1 = γ nδ ∫ f1 (Pi )dPi

(5)

0

where n refers to the number of transactions on the exchange, δ denotes the probability
that transaction i is an ML transaction, and γ is an authority constant implying government sanctions caused by an unreported ML case. In reality, the authority constant may
be related to the identification of reported cases, but we set it as a constant for simplicity.
f1 (Pi ) is the probability density function of Pi when i is an ML transaction. Differentiating
Lfail with respect to P min yields




L′fail P min = γ nδf1 P min .
(6)
The loss of total reporting cost is also a function of P min, defined by




1
1
Lcost P min = n δ ∫ C(Pi )f1 (Pi )dPi + (1 − δ) ∫ C(Pi )f0 (Pi )dPi ,
P min

P min

(7)

where C(Pi ) is the cost function which depends on Pi. If Pi is small, it is difficult for an
exchange to justify its reporting. Thus, the smaller the Pi, the higher the cost C(Pi ) will be.
f0 (Pi ) is the probability density function of Pi when i is a normal transaction. Differentiating Lcost with respect to P min yields


 
 


 

L′cost P min = −n δC P min f1 P min + (1 − δ)C P min f0 P min .
(8)
The total loss is the sum of two kinds of loss:


L P min = Lfail + Lcost .
By the first-order condition, the total loss is minimized when




L′fail P min + L′cost P min = 0.
It follows that the optimal threshold P min∗ satisfies the following condition:




(1 − δ)f0 P min∗
γ

 −1 =

 .
C P min∗
δf1 P min∗

This is the extent to which a cryptocurrency exchange will adjust P min down.

(9)

(10)

(11)
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Money launderer’s portfolio choice problem
In the model depicting a cryptocurrency exchange’s decision in the previous section,
we do not discuss the behavior of money launderers. The number of ML transactions
is given and δ = Pr(ML) is treated as exogenous. However, a cryptocurrency exchange
considers not only the financial authority’s behavior, but also the money launderers’ behavior. Thus, we build a second model using portfolio choice theory to analyze
the decision of a representative money launderer and its effect on the cryptocurrency
exchange’s decision.
Cryptocurrencies are known to be favored by illegal market participants. A criminal
who wants to launder illegal gains and convert them to fiat money is likely to use a cryptocurrency exchange. We can infer that the fraction of ML transactions performed on a
cryptocurrency exchange is much greater than that of ML transactions performed through
ordinary private banks. Assuming that money launderers are aware of which exchanges are
safer or riskier for performing ML activities than others and, thus, can choose the safest
cryptocurrency exchange as an ML channel, an exchange that is highly reliant on revenue
from ML transactions may try to conceal money launderers’ activities from being detected.
We call these types of businesses ML-friendly cryptocurrency exchanges. An ML-friendly
exchange can be aware that excessive reporting is uninformative to the government. Then,
the exchange may prefer to overreport suspicious transactions because it still fears penalties for reporting failures. This can be better understood by addressing an example. Suppose ten transactions are made through an exchange and two of them, denoted as A and
B, are actual ML cases. A and B are estimated by the exchange to be the most and secondmost suspicious transactions. The exchange is contemplating whether to change the currently set P min, which lets A and B be reported. Raising P min to report only B runs the risk
of a reporting failure sanction caused by A. On the other hand, lowering P min to include
other less suspicious cases dilutes the report without making further reporting failure
sanction risk. The government has limited resources; thereby it can waste its resources on
insignificant reports if P min is lowered. By setting the threshold P min low, the exchange can
deter the apprehension of money launderers.
Masciandaro (1998, 1999) assumes that dirty money must be laundered before it can
be reinvested. The reason for this is that those who are willing to reinvest illegal gains
try to maintain secrecy by using an ML process. However, the assumption that reinvestment must always be preceded by ML seems inadequate. It is true that reinvesting dirty
money into another sector requires ML, but one can still invest the money in the sector
in which it originated. For example, profits from drug sales can be reinvested to expand
the drug business. This process does not necessarily require ML, and ML may expose
the money to the risk of identification by the authority. Ferwerda (2009) concedes that
not all gains need to be laundered in practice; however, for simplicity, he assumes that
unlaundered gains can be incorporated in the ML detection probability by lowering the
probability value. This study distinguishes money that does not need to be laundered
from money that needs to be laundered.
In our study, the money launderer is the same person as the criminal. McCarthy et al.
(2015) include a professional money launderer in their model, whereas, in our discussion, we assume that the money launderer is the criminal for simplicity. As we allow
for the possibility of reinvestment in the original sector without ML, we assume that a
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money launderer with dirty money compares the profitability of investing in the original
sector or investing in other sectors that require ML. We refer to investment in another
sector as an investment in a clean zone. Although laundered money can become dirty
again, we use the term clean zone to denote outside sectors in general. In this model,
there are only two distinct zones: a dirty underground zone and a clean zone (Fig. 2).
Let m denote an initial amount of illegal money held by a representative would-be
money launderer. The money launderer with the fixed illegal fund m divides the fund
into two parts for diversification. Defining θ (0 < θ < 1) as a proportion of the initial
fund that the launderer chooses to send to the clean zone, θ m goes to the clean zone via
a cryptocurrency exchange. The transaction fee τ determined by the exchange is lost in
the ML process. In practice, dirty money has to go through several institutions to set
up layers, but, for simplicity, we assume that the ML is implemented through a single
cryptocurrency exchange. When θ m is laundered, the successfully washed money can be
invested outside of the original sector with a return of rC . Considering the loss of τ and
the return of rC , we express rML, the total return from the ML process, as follows:

θm(1 + rML ) = θm(1 − τ )(1 + rC )

(12)

However, ML is not certain to succeed, but rather involves some risk. Hinterseer (2002) suggests that each financial investment can be framed in an R3 space of


return, risk, secrecy . The risk is the embedded financial risk describing the deviations
caused by the upward and downward movements of an asset. In addition to the traditional dimensions of financial return and risk, this space includes a secrecy dimension.
Associated with legal risk, this dimension signifies concealment from the public and
supervising authority. A financial decision, such as ML, needs enough secrecy to avoid
detection. In fact, the risk and secrecy dimensions used by Hinterseer (2002) do not necessarily need to be thoroughly separated, but they both imply probabilities. In this sense,
the model in this study treats detection risk as if it is a financial risk.
In this model, D denotes the probability that an ML attempt is detected by the
authority and the launderer forfeits the money. Even in this case, the money launderer
pays the transaction fee τ to the cryptocurrency exchange.5 Incorporating this probability into the previous equality yields

Fig. 2 Model describing the two choices available to a money launderer

5

It is intricate to construct a benchmark model because the punishment implementation can vary by country or even
by individual case. Instead of considering a representative form of the punishment implementation, we assume that the
money launderer has to pay off the whole amount of ML attempted money when identified, irrespective of the transaction fee. This assumption is convincing, in that it makes sure illegal gains are forfeited, even if they are consumed.
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θm(−τ )(1 + rC ), with probability D
θm(1 − τ )(1 + rC ), with probability (1 − D)

(13)

We note that because the money confiscated by the authority was expected to earn
a return of rC, it is more accurate to convert the confiscated amount θm into future
value using rC rather than rD. The expectation and variance of rML is computed as
2
µML = E[rML ] = (1 − D − τ )(1 + rC ) − 1, σML
= Var(rML ) = D(1 − D).

(14)

The remaining fraction of the fund, (1 − θ )m , stays at the original sector. Whereas
the clean money earns a return of rML , (1 − θ )m is assumed to be invested without
any risk. This dirty money grows to be (1 − θ )m(1 + rD ), where rD is the return in the
origin sector.
By considering θm and (1 − θ )m as funds invested in risky and riskless assets,
respectively, the money launderer’s investment decision can be interpreted as a financial portfolio. This model uses the mean–variance framework introduced by Markowitz (1952). In the portfolio, the money launderer decides the share θ to transfer to the
clean zone through the ML process. The portfolio return is constructed as

(15)

w = θrML + (1 − θ)rD .
It follows that

µ = E[w] = E[θrML + (1 − θ)rD ] = θ µML + (1 − θ )rD ,

(16)

and
2
σ 2 = Var(w) = Var(θrML + (1 − θ )rD ) = θ 2 Var(rML ) = θ 2 σML
.

(17)

Then, we can obtain a capital allocation line (CAL) as follows:

µ=

µML − rD
σ + rD .
σML

(18)

The optimal pair (σ ∗ , µ∗ ) is the solution to the following utility maximization
problem:

max U (σ , µ),
σ ,µ

s.t.µ =

µML − rD
σ + rD .
σML

(19)

By equating the MRSσ ,µ to the slope of the CAL, we can determine the optimal pair.
We are not interested in (σ ∗ , µ∗ ) per se, but rather in how a cryptocurrency
exchange’s manipulation of D affects θ . In fact, a cryptocurrency exchange can control not only D , but also the transaction fee τ . Thus, we can also check the relative
effects of τ and D . The transaction fee that must be paid to the cryptocurrency
exchange only affects µML and not σML . The inequality ∂µ∂fML = −(1 + rC ) < 0 holds

and, thus, lowering τ positively affects µML . The partial derivative of the slope of CAL
with respect to τ is negative:
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∂
∂f



µML − rD
σML
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=

1 ∂µML
< 0.
σML ∂f

(20)

Thus, a reduction in τ causes the slope to increase. Then, the substitution effect
increases θm, the fraction of funds that undergo ML. The sign of the income effect
depends on the degree of absolute risk aversion. However, because money launderers
are aggressive agents who bear the risk of punishment, we assume that a representative money launderer’s degree of absolute risk aversion is decreasing or at least constant.
Based on this assumption of non-increasing absolute risk aversion, we can conclude that
both substitution and income effects are positive for θ m.
Now, let τ be fixed, so that we can focus on the impact of changes in D. A cryptocurrency exchange can reduce D through excessive reporting. We check how D affects
µML −rD
σML , the slope of the CAL. The partial derivative of the slope of the CAL with respect
to D is calculated as


 [(D + τ − 1)(1 + r ) + 1] √1−2D
C
∂ µML − rD
2 D(1−D)
=
,
∂D
σML
D(1 − D)

where

D ∈ (0, 1).

(21)

This derivative is negative if and only if

4(1 + rC )D2 + [(2τ − 5)((1 + rC )) + 2]D + (1 − τ )(1 + rC ) − 1 > 0.

(22)

This quadratic inequality seems complicated, but it is only complicated for 0.5 < D.
µML is a monotonically decreasing function of D, whereas σML is not a monotonic function of D. σML is maximized when D = 0.5. When 0 < D < 0.5, a decrease in D leads to
an increase in µML and a decrease in σML. In this interval, it is easy to see, without any
complicated computation, that reducing D increases the slope of the CAL. The implications of lowering τ are the same as those of lowering D. Assuming that absolute risk
aversion is non-increasing, reducing D increases the demand for ML, θ m, when D is less
than 0.5. In fact, it is difficult for D to exceed 0.5 when an ML monitoring is practiced
by cryptocurrency exchanges with inferior techniques; thus, it is likely that intentionally reducing D through excessive reporting can be a tool for a cryptocurrency exchange
business. Moreover, reducing τ does not always increase revenue, as revenue is calculated as θmτ . To a certain extent, decreasing τ increases the demand for ML, θ m, which
leads to higher revenues. However, when τ is too small, a further decrease in τ leads to
lower revenue. The effect of manipulating D is free of this problem occurring when controlling τ.
Ferwerda (2009), who incorporates ML into the market offense function proposed by
Becker (1968), suggests that the ML detection probability negatively affects the amount
of criminal activity, which is related to m in our study. Our model shows that the detection probability negatively affects the ML demand θ m, for a fixed amount of illegal gain
m. A cryptocurrency exchange sets the threshold P min low enough not only to avoid
sanctions, but also to reduce the detection probability to cater to money launderers.
Then, P min is lower in this model than in the first model. There is an additional effect.
When the demand for ML increases owing to the lower detection probability, δ increases.
Then, even when Pr(notreported|ML) is given, the absolute number of reporting failure
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cases increases. Consequently, the exchange reduces P min even further, and this can be
identified through Eq. (11). When we incorporate the behavior of money launderers into
the analysis, we find that cryptocurrency exchanges in which ML activities comprise a
large proportion of total transactions may reduce P min below that indicated by the result
in the first model. An excessively low P min dilutes suspicious reports, making the naive
application of existing private bank regulations to cryptocurrency exchanges ineffective.

Policy implications
Cryptocurrency is booming. Although opinions on its value or potential power may differ, its impact on the economy must be considered. In particular, governments worldwide are most concerned about its wide use in the underground economy and investor
protections (Böhme et al. 2015). On the grounds that illegal pecuniary gains from the
underground economy are followed by ML, governments are working to apply the AML
regulation that originally targeted the traditional private financial sector to the cryptocurrency market. For example, in fact, regulations compelling cryptocurrency exchanges
to report suspicious transactions are emerging.
The consequences of regulatory reforms or adoptions do not depend only on the current behavior of those being regulated. Because those affected by the regulations react
to them, the regulator faces a new set of actions from those being regulated. For this
reason, a regulator should not take the current set of actions for granted. Successful
implementation of regulations requires the authorities to not only consider the problems
faced in the present state, but also predict long-run consequences (Kane 1988). This lesson also applies to the design of regulations for cryptocurrency exchanges.
Takáts (2011) proposes that private banks taking on an ML monitoring role tend to
report an excessive number of transactions to avoid punishment for reporting failures.
To alleviate this behavior and make the set of reports to the government more informative, he suggests a few corrective policy measures, such as reducing the punishment for
reporting failures and introducing reporting fees. In other words, measures that punish type II errors less and indirectly reduce type I errors can improve the effectiveness
of regulations. Similar measures may be valid for cryptocurrency exchanges. However, given our finding that overreporting is expected to be greater for cryptocurrency
exchanges, further policy measures are needed.
In addition, despite some conflicting views, there is a general consensus that the direction of regulatory impact on the cryptocurrency market is generally negative or, at least,
non-positive (Borri and Shakhnov 2020; Chokor and Alfieri 2021; Feinstein and Werbach 2021; Shanaev et al. 2020). This implies that the cryptocurrency regulations should
be elaborate and not excessively tight, so as to reduce the burdens caused by regulations.
The overreporting behavior of cryptocurrency exchanges is primarily attributed to
their inferior detection abilities, and the fact that cryptocurrencies are heavily involved
in illegal activities is likely to intensify the problem. Thus, the government needs to work
to improve cryptocurrency exchange businesses’ detection abilities and ensure transparency in the cryptocurrency world. To improve these abilities, we suggest providing
financial and technological support to cryptocurrency exchanges. Anti-money laundering risk assessments can be performed for each exchange prior to the support. For example, financial risk, including ML risk, can be analyzed through clustering algorithms, as
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suggested by Kou et al. (2014). Government support will be more effective when it concentrates on exchanges with high ML risk. An alternative is to set a capital requirement
level for these exchanges, so that highly incompetent exchanges are prevented from
entering the market.
We also suggest a differential application of regulations. Not all cryptocurrency
exchanges registered on financial authorities’ lists can immediately bear full monitoring
and reporting obligations. Our model explaining the impacts of detection ability levels
shows that newer, smaller, and less liquid exchanges tend to set lower reporting thresholds (i.e., P min). Hence, reporting deadlines, fines, and reporting fees need to be applied
differentially based on an exchange’s age, size, and trading volume.

Conclusion
A governmental authority cannot directly manage entire societies and economies; thus,
authorities often partially entrust their roles to private institutions to maximize the efficiency of regulations. However, this type of delegation system is bound to create agency
problems caused by interest discrepancies. This discrepancy is intensified if a regulatory
delegation imposes a compliance cost on the delegate that is partially responsible for the
regulation practice. From this perspective, this study proposes the possibility that cryptocurrency exchanges will tend to report excessively if they are obligated to monitor ML
transactions and report suspicious cases in the same way as private banks.
Beyond suggesting the mere possibility of overreporting, we claim that the magnitude
of overreporting will be stronger for cryptocurrency exchange businesses. Cryptocurrency exchanges generally have short histories, small sizes, and low trading volumes;
thus, they lack ML detection abilities. This study develops a model to understand the
structure of ML monitoring institutions’ reporting decisions. Through this model, we
show that cryptocurrency exchanges with limited ML detection abilities choose to overreport suspicious cases more intensely to reduce type II errors, which can be explicitly
punished. Moreover, we assume that some cryptocurrency exchanges rely heavily on
revenues from ML and are friendly to money launderers. Based on this assumption, we
use portfolio selection theory to show that reducing the detection probability through
excessive reporting can be a tool for an exchange to increase ML transactions. In consideration of this additional finding, we conclude that cases reported by cryptocurrency
exchanges will be even greater. We suggest some policy measures and expect that further
studies can be conducted to design these measures in a more refined manner. Finally, we
expect our argument that newer, smaller, and less liquid exchanges would report suspicious transactions more than older, larger, and more liquid exchanges to be empirically
tested when the regulation is settled and the data are accessible for academia.
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